Corporate Profile

Shinkai Transport Systems, Ltd.

■ Representatives
Chairperson and Representative Director: Aya Koga
President and Representative Director: Masaru Sato

■ Head Office
3-7-13, Toyo, Koto-ku, Tokyo

■ Founded in
April 1909

■ Established in
September 26th, 1950

■ Capital
100 million yen

■ Description of Business
1. Cargo transportation by automobile
2. Warehousing
3. Real estate rental and leasing
4. Cargo handling
5. Construction
6. Commissioned and contracted fabrication of electric equipment and instrument
7. Development and sales of software for logistics information systems
8. Customs Clearance
9. Packaging of machines and other general goods
10. Subcontract work on carrying-in, installation, and disassembly of machines and communication facilities construction
11. Manufacturing, processing, and sales of packaging materials
12. Specialist dispatch
13. Industrial waste collection and transportation
14. Antiquarian of photographic machines, business machines, machinery tools, and other instruments
15. Cultivating skilled personnel related to specialized field such as machine operation, packaging and handling
16. Special cleaning and washing of equipments, facilities, and containers
17. Research, design, development, manufacturing, repair, and sales of transportation appliances
18. Non-life insurance agency
19. All activities involving with above business

■ Organizations the company joins

■ Qualified people
Professional Engineer (Industrial Management)/ International Logistics Master/ Certified Logistics Senior Master (Certified Logistics Master)/ First Industrial Packaging Technician/ Packaging Professional/ Packaging Adviser/ Packaging Manager/ Material Handling Engineer/ Master Electrician/ Electric Work RST Trainer/ Warehouse Management Instructor/ Motor Vehicle Operation Manager/ Automotive Service Technician/ Sanitary Manager/ Information Technology Engineer/ com Master/ Engineering Managers for Waste Disposal Facilities/ Environmental Pollution Control Operator/ Forklift highly skilled Operator/ Slinging Engineer/ Dangerous Goods Operator/ International Multimodal Transport Specialists/ IATA Diploma/ The Proficiency Test in Trading Business/ Registered Customs Specialist/ Quality Control Examination

■ Customers
NTT group companies/ NEC group companies/ Fujitsu group companies/ Panasonic group companies, more than 2,000 companies

ISO9001 Certificate granted
ISO14001 Certificate granted
ISO27001 Certificate granted
Green Freight Asia membership
GFA Label-Leaf1 Certificate granted

For details, please refer to our website. [ http://www.stsnet.jp/english/index.html ]
Corporate History

1909  Hiroshi Kawamori founded a transport service, Kyodosha at Izumo-cho, Ginza (currently Ginza 7-chome), Tokyo.

1923  Established a partnership corporation.

1932  Founded "Shoun Kaiso Ten (marine transportation business),"

1939  Reorganized "Shoun Kaiso Ten" into "Sancho-gumi, Ltd."

1943  Became an agency designated by Nihon Telegram and Telephone Public Corporation.


1952  Changed the company name to "Shinkai Package Co.,Ltd."

1965  Hiroshi Kawamori was awarded a prize "Konju-hosho (Dark Blue Ribbon Medal)."

1969  Announce the concept of STS (Shinkai Transport Systems). (Considering "physical distribution" as one flow systematically)
        Established "Shinkai Lease Co., Ltd."
        "Shinkai Transport Co., Ltd." was separated from Shinkai Package Co., Ltd.

1970  Contributed to the founding of Kanto Tsushin-Yuso KK, which only provided service for Nihon Telegram Telephone Public Corporation and cooperated as a founder in running this company.

1973  The founder, Hiroshi Kawamori passed away.

1974  Kazuhiko Kawamori acceded to the second president.

1975  Set up "Technical Center" for package designing.
        Set up "Shinkai Kodokai" for the purpose of human resource cultivation.

1976  Started constructing nationwide networks.

1977  Transported and installed CT scanners for various universities and hospitals in Kyushu. This experience took our business foray into the area of medical equipment logistics.

1983  First year for sending students annually to packaging seminar at Michigan State University in the United States.

1984  Changed the company name from Shinkai Lease Co., Ltd. to "STS Corporation."

1985  Set up "Packaging Technique Project Team."

1986  Constructed the new head office "STS Building" in Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa.

1987  Set up a project for systemizing the business with EDP (Electronic Data Processing).


1989  Changed the corporate name from Shinkai Package Co., Ltd. to "Shinkai Corporation."
        Changed the trade name from Shinkai Transport Co., Ltd. to "Shinkai T.S., Co., Ltd."
        Set up the project for streamlining the transport system.


1993  Obtained our first permission from government for industrial waste collection and transport service.

1996  Logistics professors and students from Michigan State University in the United States started visiting us for a study tour of packaging technology.


1999  Expanded services related to mobile-communication logistics in order to become a logistics group that can support construction tasks.
        Expanded industrial waste collection and transport service all over Japan.

2000  Enhanced the parts logistics services focusing on precision machinery.

2001  Established "IT Solution Center" at Kawasaki in order to expand services nationwide.
        Kazuhiko Kawamori was awarded a prize "Konju-Hosho (Dark Blue Ribbon Medal)."

2002  Shinkai Corporation acquired ISO 14001 certificate at head office.


2004  The Second President, Kazuhiko Kawamori passed away.
        Certified as a Good Safety Establishment (G Mark).

2006  Acquired ISO 27001 certificate at head office.

        Integrated each head office of STS group companies into one office in Kiba.

2009  Broaden the application range of ISO 14001 and 27001 from Shinkai Corporation to STS group.

2010  Amalgamated Shinkai T.S. Co., Ltd. with Shinkai Corporation.
        In April, changed the company name to "Shinkai Transport Systems, Ltd."

2012  Established the first overseas affiliated company, "Shinkai Transport (Thailand) Co., Ltd."

2015  Certified as a superior manufacturing contractor under the Superior Manufacturing Contractor Certification system.
        Concluded capital and business tie-up with Capital Medica Co., Ltd.


2019  Concluded business tie-up with Seino holdings Co., Ltd.
        Acquired Green Freight Asia certificate as the first Japanese company.
        Concluded business tie-up with NTT LOGISCO Inc.